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Blurb for online platforms  

High quality PVC strip curtains offer an affordable solution in applications where dirt, dust or insects 

need to be kept out and where hygiene, humidity, temperature and noise need to be controlled. 

 

Media release – 25-06-2019  

QUALITY STRIP CURTAINS OFFER AFFORDABLE SOLUTION 

High quality PVC strip curtains offer an affordable solution in applications where dirt, dust or insects 

need to be kept out and where hygiene, humidity, temperature and noise need to be controlled. 

 

Apex General Purpose Strip Curtains offer another advantage apart from high quality manufacture, 

and this feature ensures longer life even under harsh operating conditions according to Wim 

Dessing, sales executive of Apex Strip Curtains & Doors. 

 

Locally manufactured under stringent quality control conditions, Apex General Purpose Strip 

Curtains feature the patented Balledge® design which facilitates an optimal thermal seal. The 

specially reinforced edges on individual strips allows these to part easily under pressure allowing 

people and goods to move through unhindered. The rounded edge also ensures the strips do not 

snag or scratch goods or people as they move from one area to another.  

 

Made from specially formulated PVC material which is transparent allowing good visibility between 

cordoned off areas, the Apex General Purpose Strip Curtains are equally at home in heavy 

engineering and light fabrication facilities as well as packaging and warehouse operations.  

 

Dessing cites as an example instances where the product has been used to enclose loud machinery 

to contain noise levels or where it is used to control levels of humidity where this is critical to the 

quality of finished products.  

 

"Tests have shown that PVC strip curtains can reduce noise levels by between seven and fifteen 

decibels, and this certainly assists in improving working conditions," he says. 

 

In packaging and warehousing operations where keeping the temperature at specific optimum levels 

is critical, use of strip curtains has proved invaluable. Applications where temperature control is 
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important also include food preparation areas, cold storage and freezer areas, as well as refrigerated 

trucks. In such facilities, PVC strip curtains are also effective in keeping out dust and insects thereby 

maintaining high levels of hygiene. 

 

Similarly, in pharmaceutical and chemical plants PVC strip curtains are used to ensure hygienic and 

dust-free manufacturing and packaging areas. 

 

Apex Strip Curtains & Doors has been manufacturing PVC strip curtains since 1981, and the 

company’s team is able to assess individual applications and propose the best fit solution to meet 

the operating parameters.  

 

Captions 

STRIP PIC O1 : Apex General Purpose Strip Curtains are ideal for cordoning off areas.  

 

STRIP PIC 02 : The patented Balledge feature on Apex General Purpose Strip Curtains allows strips to 

part easily allowing access.  

 

STRIP PIC 03 : The transparent strips allow good visibility enhancing safety/ 

 

STRIP PIC 04 : Apex General Purpose Strip Curtains are an affordable solution.  

 

STRIP PIC 05 : The specially reinforced edges allow good to move through unhindered from one area 

to another. 
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Contact information 

On behalf of Apex Strip Curtains & Doors 

www.apexstrip.co.za  

 

From Coralynne & Associates  

communicate@coralynne.co.za  
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Twitter : @Coralynne_Assoc 

LinkedIn : Coral-Lynn Fraser-Campbell  

 

 

 


